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Abstract 

Modern Text-To-Speech systems are rarely tested on non-

standard user groups, such as people with impairments. 

Nevertheless, evidence suggests that some of these groups 

might perceive synthetic speech differently (better or worse) 

than regular users. The current study investigated for the first 

time how synthetic speech is perceived by blind vs. sighted 

users. For this purpose, we used a speeded AX discrimination 

task and tested how sighted and blind listeners perceive 

synthetic speech of different qualities. Results show that blind 

participants had significantly better discrimination on this task, 

and both groups performed worse when the perceptual 

differences in the synthetic speech were smaller. This suggests 

that blind participants were indeed more sensitive to the 

acoustic characteristics of synthetic speech compared to their 

sighted peers. We discuss implications for speech perception 

and the development of modern speech technologies. 

Index Terms: speech synthesis, Text-To-Speech, blind users, 

speech perception, behavioral methods, synthesized speech 

evaluation 

1. Introduction 

Although contemporary Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems made 

great advances and can produce high-quality speech, listeners 

have still much more difficulty perceiving it compared to 

natural speech [1], [2]. Moreover, some groups of listeners, 

such as non-native speakers, children, elderly adults or people 

with impairments have even more difficulty when dealing with 

this type of speech [3]–[5]. Although such non-standard users 

are hardly ever tested, with the rising prevalence of modern 

speech technologies, the study of synthetic speech perception 

across various groups becomes indispensable. This is especially 

true for blind listeners, who are dependent on text-to-speech 

technologies in their daily activities [6], [7].  

There is substantial evidence that due to a neuronal 

reorganization, blind listeners have more effective perceptual 

processing of auditory information [8], [9]. Specifically, studies 

in neuroscience and neurophysiology have provided evidence 

that cross-modal plasticity occurs in the brain of congenitally 

blind listeners, and the visual cortex takes over some of the 

functions of auditory processing [10]. Over the last decade, 

there has been an increase in research showing that blind people 

perceive linguistic information more accurately than sighted 

people under a variety of conditions [8], [11], [12]. However, 

to our knowledge, no study examined whether this perceptual 

advantage in blind participants also affects their perception of 

synthetic speech. As synthetic speech is perceived differently 

than natural speech in sighted participants [2], this advantage in 

blind participants could as well disappear when processing 

synthetized speech. If, however, this perceptual advantage 

persists in synthetic speech processing, blind target users could 

be much more sensitive to signal distortions than their sighted 

peers. As TTS technologies are usually being built to suit 

sighted listeners only, blind participants might be in this way 

disadvantaged compared to their sighted counterparts.  

In this study, we address the question of synthetic speech 

perception in congenitally blind participants, using a controlled 

experimental paradigm. The study has a twofold objective: first, 

to compare the perception of two groups of listeners, namely 

sighted and congenitally blind participants. Second, to evaluate 

the perceptual differences between objectively different 

synthesized speech qualities. Following recent calls to innovate 

methods of synthetic speech evaluation [13]–[15], we propose 

that more accurate and sensitive behavioral measures are 

necessary for the evaluation of speech perception rather than 

the traditionally used scales, such as MOS (mean opinion score) 

or its modifications [16]. In this study we therefore used a well-

known experimental method from psycholinguistics, i.e. a 

speeded AX discrimination task [17]. The advantage of this 

paradigm lies in its simplicity and the possibility to record 

participants’ perception (or lack of it) without having to rely on 

subjective measures that are difficult to quantify, such as the 

‘naturalness’ etc. We built an experiment, which allowed to test 

sighted and blind listeners’ perception of different synthetic 

speech qualities obtained by using different data set sizes for 

the acoustic model training. Our study is a first attempt to bring 

a better understanding of synthetic speech perception in 

congenitally blind vs. sighted participants, thus providing 

insights for the field of speech perception and practical 

implications for the development of modern speech 

technologies. 

2. Methods  

2.1. Participants 

Sixteen blind and thirty-three sighted control participants took 

part in the study. The blind participants were recruited and 

tested at the Lithuanian Audiosensory Library, while the 

sighted control participants were recruited and tested at Vilnius 

University. The four blind participants who lost their sight at 

age 10 or later had to be removed, as only congenitally blind 

participants could be tested for comparability reasons (as neural 

plasticity reduces later on in life, the characteristics of speech 

processing could differ in such participants). In addition to this, 

four participants were removed from the sighted group, as their 

native language was other than Lithuanian. Thus, data from 

twelve blind participants (3 females and 9 males) and twenty-

nine controls (16 females and 13 males) was included in the 

data analyses. They were all native speakers of Lithuanian. 
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None of the participants reported a history of hearing or speech 

problems. 

2.2. Stimuli 

92 words or short sequences of words in Lithuanian were used 

for the experiment, with additional 4 items for the participant 

training phase. In order to test the possible differences in 

perception in both groups we chose to create synthetic stimuli 

of three different qualities using different amounts of training 

data (more details below). The rationale behind this choice was 

that smaller training data sets contain less acoustic information 

and thus are less representative of natural speech. This in turn 

introduces certain distortions in the signal at the segmental level 

or in the transitions between segments. The stimuli set 

contained 23 items synthesized both in low and high quality (for 

the different pairs in the Easy condition); 23 items in low and 

average quality (for the different pairs in the Difficult 

condition). The stimuli for the same trials consisted of 12 items 

synthesized in good quality; 12 in average quality and 22 in low 

quality. This resulted in a total of 138 synthesized items. Two 

professional phoneticians checked that the stimuli for the 

different trials (i.e. those, comparing items of two different 

qualities) contained a perceptible acoustic difference and 

validated the stimuli set.  

Stimuli for the tasks were synthesized using the Merlin 

Toolkit for Deep Neural Network models adapted for 

Lithuanian language [18]. The Lithuanian language corpus 

LIEPA created in Vilnius University was used to train the 

model [19]. Three qualities were obtained for the synthetic 

stimuli by using different amounts of training data: low quality 

(training data consisted of 400 sentences), medium quality 

(training data consisted of 800 sentences) and high quality 

(training data consisted of 1600 sentences). All stimuli for the 

experiment consisted of Lithuanian words or short sequences of 

words (1-3 words) spoken by a young female voice, recorded at 

16000 Hz.  

Note that the Merlin Toolkit can be used as an end-to-end 

speech synthesis system for English using an external front-end, 

such as Ossian or Festival which is doing the text processing, 

and one of the two supported vocoders (WORLD and 

STRAIGHT) which generate the waveform. However, as none 

of the front-ends work for Lithuanian language, they could not 

be applied. Instead, we used already processed text as the input 

for the Merlin Toolkit. The text was processed and formatted as 

HTS-style labels (also called lab files) with state-level 

alignment. Lab files contained linguistic features (phonemes, 

their position, syllable count, durations etc.). The toolkit 

converted such labels into vectors of binary and continuous 

features for neural network input (NN). Merlin allows to use 

different neural networks for the training of the acoustic model. 

A simple architecture of the feedforward neural network (DNN) 

with default hyper parameters was used for the creation of the 

acoustic model. The architecture consisted of 5 hidden layers 

and 1024 nodes in each layer. Hyperbolic tangent activation 

function was used for hidden layers. The open source vocoder 

WORLD was used for the waveform generation. 

 

2.3. Procedure 

The experimental paradigm was an AX (same-different) 

speeded discrimination task, in which participants heard two 

items in each trial and had to answer as quickly as possible 

whether they sounded the same or different. Half of the trials 

(same trials) contained identical recordings (the same word of 

the same quality was played twice), half of them (different 

trials) were of different speech qualities (the same word was 

played in two different qualities). Stimuli were presented 

binaurally over closed-ear headphones at a comfortable 

listening level. Participants provided their response by pressing 

the right vs. the left arrow keys on the keyboard. Both groups 

of participants completed two condition blocks: in the Easy 

condition, the items in different trials were of low vs. high 

quality synthetic speech. As the acoustic difference between 

those two qualities is large, the discrimination task was 

expected to be easier in this condition. Conversely, in the 

Difficult condition, participants heard medium vs. high quality 

synthetic speech stimuli, which acoustically differed less. The 

trials were presented in a pseudo-random order, such that no 

more than three trials of the same type (same or different) would 

appear in a row. 

A speeded AX paradigm with an interstimulus interval (ISI) 

of 600 ms was chosen in order to ensure that the task taps into 

processing at a phonetic-phonological stage (as compared to an 

acoustic mode of perception with short ISI of ~100ms). This 

relies on evidence that speech processing in humans consists of 

several stages: in order to decode the incoming acoustic signal 

into meaningful words the listener has to succeed in accurately 

performing throughout stages, starting from auditory 

processing, phonetic and phonological analysis, to word 

recognition and lexical access [20]. Previous research has 

shown that variable memory demands and cognitive load (e.g. 

different ISI length) in the task triggers different processing 

levels [21]. Hence, the performance on perceptual tasks can 

vary depending on the level of processing being tested as even 

difficult sounds or small acoustic details can be perceived at the 

low acoustic level [22], [23]. As this study focused on synthetic 

speech perception of full words or sequences of words and thus 

involved higher short-term memory demands, we aimed at 

triggering the phonetic-phonological stages of processing and 

chose a relatively high ISI of 600 ms.  

Each condition block started with a practice phase of four 

trials, during which participants received feedback as to 

whether their responses were correct. In the case of an incorrect 

response or no response within 2500 ms of the stimulus offset, 

the trial was repeated until the correct response was given. 

During the test phase, participants received no feedback and if 

they did not respond within 2500 ms the next trial was 

presented. A silent interval of 1000 ms separated the 

participant’s response or the time-out from the presentation of 

the next stimulus. Participants could take a short break in 

between condition blocks. 

3. Results 

Prior to analysis, we inspected the performance of both groups 

of participants to detect outlier items. Items were discarded if 

their rate of correct responses was three standard deviations 

below the mean of all items in the same condition. Two words 

were thus discarded from the same trials in the Easy condition. 

Accuracy scores for blind and sighted participants in both 

conditions are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. 

Table 1: Mean accuracy scores for blind and sighted 

participants on both conditions (standard errors in 

parentheses). 

 Easy condition Difficult condition 

Sighted 0.65 (0.09) 0.44 (0.09) 
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Blind 0.79 (0.12) 0.65 (0.14) 

 

We analyzed the datasets using generalized mixed effects 

regression modeling for binomial distribution [24]. We 

constructed a model with Accuracy on the different trials as the 

dependent variable and fixed factors Condition (easy vs. 

difficult) and Group (sighted vs. blind), as well as an interaction 

between them. Both categorical independent variables were 

contrast-coded. The model included random intercepts for 

Participants and Items. P-values were obtained by likelihood 

ratio tests of the full model against the model without the effect 

or interaction in question. We found significant effects of 

Condition (β = -0.91, SE = 0.17, χ2(1) = 23.70, p < .001), with 

participants being more accurate in the Easy condition (meaneasy 

= 0.69) than in the Difficult one (meandifficult = 0.50). There was 

also a significant main effect of Group (β = 0.83, SE = 0.23, 

χ2(1) = 10.99, p < .001), as blind participants performed better 

than their sighted counterparts in both conditions (meanblind = 

0.72 vs. meansighted = 0.54). The interaction between Condition 

and Group, though, was not significant. 

 

Figure 1: Boxplots showing participants’ accuracy in 

both conditions. The diamond-shaped marks indicate 

means. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The current study investigated for the first time whether blind 

and sighted listeners perceive synthetic speech of different 

qualities in the same way. The results showed that both groups 

of participants are sensitive to synthetic speech quality 

differences, induced by using training data sets of different 

sizes. Specifically, both groups performed better in the Easy 

condition than in the Difficult one. Crucially, we found that 

blind participants were more accurate in both conditions than 

the sighted participants. In particular, although the accuracy in 

the Difficult condition dropped significantly in both groups, the 

blind group remained well above chance, while the sighted 

group fell below it. This suggests that the phonetic-

phonological processing was stronger affected by the acoustic 

characteristics of synthetic speech in blind listeners than in their 

sighted counterparts. This evidence adds to the existing 

literature on the auditory processing advantage that 

congenitally blind listeners exhibit when tested on natural 

speech [12]. 

These findings have direct implications for the use and 

further development of TTS systems. First, the auditory 

processing advantage of the blind listeners over their sighted 

peers might paradoxically become a disadvantage when it 

comes to noticing synthetic speech quality imperfections. 

Specifically, blind users can be much more disturbed by these 

imperfections than regular users would be. Importantly, the 

perception of distortions, noise or other kinds of imperfections 

does not only reduce the perceived ‘naturalness’ or ‘fluency’ of 

the speech, but it can also impact the general processing of the 

speech and its understanding [25]. Namely, such noticeable 

distortions engage additional cognitive resources as the 

listener’s brain has to engage compensatory mechanisms to 

efficiently process the speech signal [3]. As individuals with 

visual impairments often rely on TTS-based tools to manage 

their daily life activities, this can negatively impact their quality 

of life [6]. Hence, in order to answer the needs of truly diverse 

target users, TTS quality evaluation should include tests on 

congenitally blind listeners. The current study was a first 

attempt to test the perception at the phonetic-phonological level 

of processing. Further research should examine whether the 

observed effects also pertain to later stages of processing, such 

as word recognition and semantic processing. This would shed 

more light on whether the increased auditory sensitivity in 

congenitally blind listeners has a (negative) bottom-up 

influence on the general comprehension of the synthetic speech. 

Another issue lies in the more general definition of what is 

the optimal quality of synthetic speech, and hence the size of 

data sets used to train the acoustic models. The TTS systems 

developed for English and several other large languages have 

undoubtedly reached great accuracy by using huge amounts of 

training data [26]. The situation is, however, very different for 

the reminder of the world’s languages, especially, for under-

resourced ones [27], [28]. The current study showed that 

sighted listeners seem to discriminate fewer acoustic details in 

the signal. In particular, their performance was below chance in 

the Difficult condition, suggesting that they overall did not 

perceive the difference between the low and average quality 

synthetic speech. This would suggest that a model trained with 

a smaller training set might generate synthetic speech of 

sufficient quality for sighted listeners. As the availability of 

training data and the cost of computing power is still an issue 

for many languages, further studies should continue examining 

the question of training set optimization according to specific 

user groups. 

Finally, this points to the need to rethink the methods used 

for synthetic speech evaluation. The traditional subjective 

evaluation methods are not sufficiently precise to examine 

speech perception. As the field of psycholinguistics offers a 

wide range of experimental designs, these paradigms could be 

potentially applied to enhance synthetic speech evaluation. 

These behavioral methods have the advantage of being well-

tested, their precision in evaluating speech perception has long 

been established, they are methodologically rigorous and 

require proper statistical analyses to interpret the collected data 

[17]. Such interdisciplinary methodological enhancements 

could not only improve the quality of TTS systems, but also 

ensure that diverse groups of users can fully benefit from them. 
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